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The wide range of tools for cleaning and maintenance 

of vehicles covers all that the professional end-user’s 

required.

During the development of the tools one of the 

main issues was how to avoid the tools scratching 

the paintwork on the vehicles. As a result, of this  

the new brushes have got a rubber edge around the 

brush head. Furthermore we have always focused 

very much on ergonomics in our production as well 

as in our product development work. The Vikan 

Transport System® is a range of tools that are both 

simple and gentle to use in the daily cleaning work.

Danish development and production

Vikan A/S is a 100% Danish owned company, which 

was founded in 1898 in Skive. Through more than 

100 years we have specialised in the development 

of tools and methods for professional cleaning, our 

range of cleaning tools and cleaning systems is the 

most comprehensive on the market.

Vikan is marketed worldwide and is represented by 

sales companies in a number of European countries. 

The export share is at 85%. All development and 

production of Vikan’s products is carried out in 

Denmark – with the exception of textiles, which 

today are manufactured in Sweden. This provides 

us with optimal opportunities to retain and further 

develop the high quality and delivery security we 

are known for. 

The only fully comprehensive range of task 

specific cleaning products for the commercial 

transport sector.

Professional equipment is a prerequisite for solving 

a task quickly and effectively. This is also relevant  

when cleaning road vehicles and other methods of 

transportation. For that reason Vikan has developed 

Vikan Transport System® – the most comprehensive, 

durable and competitively priced range of task 

specific cleaning tools for the transport sector.

Every single tool in the range is created for - and 

in cooperation with - the professional users in the 

transport sector. With more than 70 cleaning tools, 

Vikan Transport System® enables all cleaning tasks 

to be performed in a shorter time and with the best 

possible result. 

Vikan Transport System® offers a wide range of high 

quality products featuring attractive, innovative and 

functional designs for cleaning :

- Touring Coaches, City Buses, Commercial Trucks 

& Vans, Railway trains, Commercial Aircraft and 

private cars.

A system created in cooperation with the 

end-users 

In close cooperation with the end-users we have 

transferred their vast experience to the unique and 

functional design of the Vikan Transport System®. 
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Code of ConduCt
Vikan’s ethical values ensure that Vikan and its suppliers 

meet international standards on human rights, safety, 

health and the environment. All Vikan’s suppliers must 

therefore adhere to a Code of Conduct. Vikan’s Code 

of Conduct can be found at www.vikan.com

CertifiCation - iSo 9001
Vikan A/S has a quality assurance system whose 

objective is to ensure that the company’s products 

always com ply with specification requirements.

iSo 14001
Vikan A/S has an environmental management system 

whose objective is to ensure that Vikan A/S can 

guarantee our products have been manufactured in an 

environmentally sustainable way.

Useful information on our website

At www.vikan.com you will find all relevant 

company and product information whenever you 

need it. Here, for example, you can read about our 

different systems and product categories. You can 

also find information about our company history 

and organization.
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Waterfed brushes for handles
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Product
no.

Type of
brush

Dimension mm 
(HxWxD)

Filament 
mm Material Quantity

per box °C Description

Adjustable waterfed brush

526852 Soft/flagged 150x240x110 50 PP/PBT 1 50 The easily adjustable brush head and the 
angled filaments ensure effective cleaning of 
areas that are difficult to reach. The rubber 
edging prevents damage to surfaces.

Waterfed brushes

524752 Soft/flagged 115x250x150 50 PP/PBT 1 50 The angled design of the High/Low brush 
head enables the filaments to be in constant 
contact with surfaces whilst washing, 
particularly at high level. The rubber edging 
prevents damage to surfaces.

526952 Soft/flagged 135x210x100 50 PP/PBT 1 50 This short all-round brush is extremely 
effective and will give excellent cleaning 
results due to the density of flagged 
filaments. The rubber edging prevents 
damage to surfaces.

475552 Soft/flagged 135x260x100 50 PP/PBT 1 50 This effective multi purpose wash brush 
will give excellent cleaning results due to 
the density of flagged filaments. The rubber 
edging prevents damage to surfaces.

475752 Soft/flagged 135x360x100 50 PP/PBT 1 50 This long and multi purpose wash brush, 
offers increased productivity over larger 
areas and will give excellent cleaning results 
due to the density of flagged filaments. 
The rubber edging prevents  damage to 
surfaces.

475052 Soft/flagged 80x150x65 45 PP/PBT 5 50 Suitable for cleaning of smaller areas.
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Hand brushes
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Product
no.

Type of
brush

Dimension mm 
(HxWxD)

Filament 
mm Material Quantity

per box °C Description

Ergonomic hand brush

524652 Soft/flagged 320x110x95 45 PP/PBT 5 50 The ergonomic design makes this brush 
comfortable, effective and easy to use on 
all surfaces. The rubber edging prevents 
damage to surfaces.

Waterfed hand brush

525452 Soft/flagged 380x50x115 45 PP/PBT 5 50 A water-fed hand brush with a Gardena / 
Hozelock connector, plus the facility to add 
soap sticks. Ideal for small cleaning tasks.

Hand brushes

525252 Soft/flagged 320x70x125 45 PP/PBT 9 50 Multi-purpose brush with rubber edging to 
protect against damage to surfaces. Good 
for small cleaning tasks and for cleaning 
wheel rims.

522252 Soft/flagged 430x70x65 45 PP/PBT 5 50 A long handled hand brush for general use.

522752 Soft/flagged 280x100x60 45 PP/PBT 5 50 A short handled hand brush for general use.
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rim brushes 
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545252

525352

525052

525152

Product
no.

Type of
brush

Dimension mm 
(HxWxD)

Filament 
mm Material Quantity

per box °C Description

Rim brushes

525152 Stiff 325xø48 - PP/nylon 13 100 Rim cleaner with nylon pad. Suitable for very 
stubborn dirt on chromium plated steel rims.

525352 Stiff 325x170x65 40 PP/PBT 12 100 Cleans stubborn dirt from aluminium rims 
effectively. The conical design of the brush 
facilitates the cleaning of the rim.

525052 Soft 325x170x65 40 PP/Natural 
fibres

12 60 Cleans safely aluminium rims with the soft 
natural filaments. Causes minimal water 
splash during use. The conical design of the 
brush facilitates the cleaning of the rim.

545252 Soft/
flagged

230x150x110 50 PP/PBT 2 100 Large waterfed wheel rim brush offering safe 
& effective cleaning of double and single steel 
wheel rims on trucks, buses and coaches.
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Products for windscreen cleaning 
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Product
no.

Dimension mm 
(HxWxD)

Material Quantity
per box °C Description

Wipe-n-shine

707752 50x250x210 POM/Rubber 6 100 Wipe-n-shine removes water effectively from large 
surfaces. The soft rubber is gentle on the windscreens 
and lacquer and leaves no lime deposits. Fits on all 
handles, which enables the product to be used on 
buses, trucks, trains etc.

707852 50x350x210 POM/Rubber 6 100

707952 50x450x210 POM/Rubber 6 100

Windscreen squeegee

473352 700x200x90 PP/aluminium 12 70 Ideal for windscreen cleaning. Combines sponge 
w/insect net and rubber blade.

473552 1000x200x90 PP/aluminium 12 70 Ideal for windscreen cleaning. Combines sponge 
w/insect net and rubber blade.

473752 500x200x90 PP 12 70 Ideal for windscreen cleaning. Combines sponge 
w/insect net and rubber blade.

473952 740x200x90 PP/aluminium 12 70 Ideal for windscreen cleaning. Combines sponge 
w/insect net and rubber blade. With telescopic handle 
which makes it suitable for buses and trucks.

473852 45x200x75 PP 24 70 Replacement head for 473352, 473552,473752 and 
473952.

Pad holder and nylon pad

550052 120x230x95 PP 10 121 Removes insects and stubborn dirt from windscreens 
with ease, when used with the 552552 white pad.

552552 23x245x125 Nylon 10 100 Cleaning pad for use with pad holder 550052. Only to 
be used on glass.
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Waterfed handles 
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Product
no. Dimension mm Material Quantity

per box °C Description

Ergonomic waterfed handles

299152 ø31x1540 Aluminium/PP 10 50 Ergonomic waterfed handle with insulated grip and ½” hose 
connector*.

299152Q ø31x1540 Aluminium/PP 10 50 Ergonomic waterfed handle with insulated grip and ½" quick 
coupling*.

299252 ø31x1020 Aluminium/PP 10 50 Ergonomic waterfed handle with insulated grip and ½” hose 
connector*.

299252Q ø31x1020 Aluminium/PP 10 50 Ergonomic waterfed handle with insulated grip and ½" quick 
coupling*.

299752 ø31x1900 Aluminium/PP 10 50 Ergonomic waterfed handle with insulated grip and ½” hose 
connector*.

299752Q ø31x1900 Aluminium/PP 10 50 Ergonomic waterfed handle with insulated grip and ½" quick 
coupling*.

Ergonomic waterfed handle with on/off control-grip

299552Q ø31x1630 Aluminium/PP 10 50 Ergonomic waterfed handle with insulated grip, ½" quick 
coupling and on/off function*.

Ergonomic telescopic waterfed handles

297152 ø34x1000-1600 Aluminium/PP 5 50 Ergonomic telescopic waterfed handle with insulated grip 
and ½” hose connector*.

297152Q ø34x1000-1600 Aluminium/PP 5 50 Ergonomic telescopic waterfed handle with insulated grip 
and ½" quick coupling*.

297352 ø34x1600-2900 Aluminium/PP 2 50 Ergonomic telescopic waterfed handle with insulated grip 
and ½” hose connector*.

297352Q ø34x1590-2880 Aluminium/PP 2 50 Ergonomic telescopic waterfed handle with insulated grip 
and ½" quick coupling*.

*Europrofile (Hozelock, Gardena) for handles, see page 25.
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non waterfed handles 
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535252-1500

292513552
292515552

293752

297552

535252-300

Product
no. Dimension mm Material Quantity

per box °C Description

Ergonomic telescopic handle

297552 ø34x1630-2750 Aluminium/PP 2 50 Ergonomic telescopic handle with insulated grip for 
functional and comfortable use.

Ergonomic handle

293752 ø31x1500 Aluminium/PP 10 50 Ergonomic handle with insulated grip for functional and 
comfortable use.

Wooden handles

292513552 ø31x1440 Wood/PP 10 60 Wooden handle with solid grip and sturdy thread.

292515552 ø31x1550 Wood/PP 10 60 Wooden handle with solid grip and sturdy thread.

Flexible handles

535252-1500 ø15x1500 Steel/PP 10 121 Flexible stainless steel handle for pipe brushes*.

535252-300 ø20x300 Steel/PP 10 100 Short flexible handle. Suitable as a rim brush together with 
pipe brushes*.

*See pipe brushes, page 27.
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Brooms



17

311752

310852

310652

311552

Product
no.

Type of
brush

Dimension mm 
(HxWxD)

Filament 
mm Material Quantity

per box °C Description

Workshop brooms

311552 Stiff 150x440x80 65 Wood, PVC 1 60 Wooden workshop broom with socket 
for handles with screw fittings. The broom 
has PVC filaments which are particularly 
suitable for sweeping up wet and greasy 
waste.

311752 Stiff 145x670x70 65 Wood, PVC 1 60

310652 Soft 120x320x60 55 PP, PBT 5 100 Broom with soft filaments for the 
sweeping of floors in e.g. garages or inside 
buses, etc.

310852 Stiff 125x430x65 60 PP, PVC 5 60 The broom is manufactured in foamed 
polypropylene making it particularly 
resistant to chemicals and high 
temperatures. The broom is particularly 
suitable for sweeping workshops where 
there is wet and greasy waste.
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Microfibre products
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709252

709152

709052

521152

Product
no.

Dimension mm 
(HxWxD)

Material Quantity
per box °C Description

Microfibre sponge

709052 50x180x120 Polyester/polyamid, 
Microfibre 

1 60 The Cleaning sponge with microfibre cloth is effective 
when used either wet, damp or dry for internal or 
external cleaning. Ideal for applying or removing 
bodywork polish treatments

Microfibre cloths

709152 320x380 Polyester/polyamid, 
Microfibre 

1 60 The universal microfibre cloth is ideal for cleaning 
vehicle interiors and most hard surfaces. Dry, it collects 
and retains the smallest dirt particles. Dampened, it will 
absorb dirt and grease

709252 400x400 Polyester/polyamid, 
Microfibre 

1 60 The lustre cloth is ideal for lint free cleaning of glass 
and most shiny metal surfaces. Use lightly dampened 
with water - no detergent is necessary – then dry off to 
a polished finish.

Campaign box ”VTS textiles”

521152 200x160x50 Polyester/polyamid, 
Microfibre

10 60 The Campaign box ”VTS textiles” contains 1 universal 
cloth, 1 lustre cloth and 1 spray bottle for water.
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detail brush sets 



556452

556152

556352

556252

556052
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Product
no.

Type of
brush

Dimension mm 
(HxWxD)

Filament 
mm Material Quantity

per box °C Description

Detail brush sets

556052 Soft 260x100x10 - PP/
PBT,PPN

5 80 Ideal for small painting jobs and removal of 
dust and dirt from corners and cavities.

556152 Soft 280x130x25 - Wood/
hairmix

20 60 Suitable for painting woodwork and minor 
paint jobs.

556252 Soft 232x7x42 - Wood/
ponyhair

10 60 Suitable for minor paintwork repairs to the 
lacquer.

556352 Soft 310x165x30 - Wood/
hairmix

20 60 Suitable for painting woodwork and minor 
paint jobs.

556452 Soft 485x100x43 - PP/
PBT,PPN

10 80 Ideal for small painting jobs and removal of 
dust and dirt from corners and cavities.
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Shovel and snow brushes 
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561552
521552

520052

Product
no.

Type of
brush

Dimension mm 
(HxWxD)

Filament 
mm Material Quantity

per box °C Description

Shovel

561552 - 950x270x150 - PP 5 -18/+70 Ideal for use in connection with transport 
of dangerous goods by road. As it is non 
sparking. Also suitable as a snow shovel.

Snow brushes

520052 Stiff 60x500x80 45 PP/PVC 10 -15/+60 Combined ice scraper/snow brush which 
removes snow and ice even in the coldest 
conditions.

521552 Stiff 105x350x65 53 PP/hairmix 10 -15/+60 Suitable for clearing light snow.
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Water gun and couplings



071152 070652 070952

071252

070752

071652071352070152070052071552
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Product
no.

Dimension mm 
(HxWxD)

Material Quantity
per box °C Description

Water gun

071152 170x55x140 Rubber-coated 10 60 Durable, low pressure water gun, can deliver max 25 
bar. The trigger can adjust the pressure of the spray.

Couplings

070052 35x30x30 Chrome plated brass 10 -30/+80 Nito tap coupling ½", for ½" and ¾" tap. 
Max. pressure is 25 bar.

070152 45x30x30 Chrome plated brass 10 -30/+80 Nito ½" hose coupling, for ½" hose. 
Max. pressure is 25 bar.

071352 20x30x30 Chrome plated brass 10 -30/+80 Nito ½" hose coupling, for ¾" hose. 
Max. pressure is 25 bar.

071652 45x35x35 Chrome plated brass 10 -30/+80 Nito ¾" hose coupling, for ¾" hose. 
Max. pressure is 25 bar.

070652 80x45x30 Chrome plated brass 10 -30/+80 Nito ½" hose coupling, for ½" hose. Protects the hose 
from being bent or twisted during use. With automatic 
water stop. Max. pressure is 25 bar.

070752 60x30x30 Chrome plated brass 10 -30/+80 Nito ½" coupling, Gardena/Hozelock nipple. The 
adapter fits between a hose with gardena coupling and 
handles with ½" quick coupling. Max. pressure is 25 bar.

070952 40x20x20 Chrome plated brass 10 -30/+80 Nito ½” thread with Gardena/Hozelock nipple. To be 
screwed directly into the handles. Max pressure is 25 
bar.

071252 30x25x25 Chrome plated brass 10 -30/+80 Nito ½" coupling. To be mounted in the water gun.

071552 35x30x30 Chrome plated brass 10 -30/+80 Nito ¾" coupling. To be mounted in the water gun.

*Handles, see page 25.
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Wall bracket and accessories
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061552

631052

450052

450252

708852-40

708852-60

558552

537252-120

537252-80

631552

644052

Product
no.

Type of
brush

Dimension mm 
(HxWxD)

Filament 
length Material Quantity

per box °C Description

Wall bracket

061552 - 55x240x165 - PP/Rubber 6 100 Flexible and effective wall bracket for storage 
and protection of the tools.

Floor squeegees

708852-40 -- 90x400x35 - PP/Rubber 12 70 Squeegee with black cellular rubber which 
moves off water and oil effectively.708852-60 -- 90x600x35 - PP/Rubber 12 70

Pipe brushes

537252-80 Stiff ø80x200 80 PBT/Steel 10 100 Tanker transport delivery pipe cleaning 
brush. Useful as a rim brush together with a 
flexible handle*.

537252-120 Stiff ø120x210 120 PBT/Steel 10 100

Radiator brush

631052 Stiff ø45x480 45 PP/PBT 10 100 Suitable for cleaning radiators and narrow 
places in buses, trains etc.

Interior brushes

450052 Stiff 70x290x30 30 PP/PBT 5 100 Suitable for cleaning upholstery.

450252 Soft 85x300x30 45 PP/PBT 5 100 Suitable for dust and loose dirt.

631552 Soft 150x20x20 40 Natural 
hair

12 50 Compact brush for removing dust from 
dashboards etc.

Dustpan

558552 - 380x240x50 - Metal 10 100 Metal dustpan, suitable for hot waste and 
heavy use.

Nail brush

644052 Stiff 40x120x47 15 PP/PBT 10 100 Sturdy nailbrush.

*See handles, page 15.
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